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Welcome!

When you meet your students in their world—a
world filled with stories, magic, and make-believe
—you'll see amazing changes in your toddler,
preschool, and children’s dance classes.

We hope you'll bring joy into your dance
classroom with the dance activities and exercises
in our Little Dancer Curriculum!

Rooting for you!

The Once Upon a Ballet Team  

Activities in the Little Dancer Curriculum were created by
Once Upon a Ballet Director, Ashley Hartford, and
contributing teachers, Autumn Cantrell, Kristin Mueller,
and Lee Ann Stehle. This curriculum was reviewed by
Naomi Roberts. Additional support was provided by Emily
Bronaugh and Olivia Wickstrom.



TODDLER DANCE ACTIVITIES

Ages 1.5 to 3, with a parent/caregiver

Welcome!
 
I hope you and your students enjoy this dance class. That it
brings joy and fun to your youngest students while giving them
a strong foundation for technique.

On this page, you'll find our hello and goodbye activities for
toddlers. We've kept these the same for every toddler dance
class theme. We've found that while children love novelty—like
a brand new theme every month—they also love repetition.
Repetition allows them to feel safe. They know what to expect.
One way we give our students this repetition is by opening and
closing with the same hello and goodbye activities in every
class.

- Ashley Hartford and the Once Upon a Ballet Team

Hello, Hello
 
Hello, hello! Can you clap your hands?
Wave the right hand, wave the left hand, clap your hands.

Hello, hello! Can you clap your hands?
Wave the right hand, wave the left hand, clap your hands.

Can you stretch up high?
Reach up as high as you can.

Can you touch your toes?
Reach down to your toes.

Can you turn around?
Twirl.

Can you say hello?
Open your arms up overhead and lower to the sides (like the
sunshine, similar to taking the arms to 5th and opening to 2nd).

Repeat with Can you stamp your feet?
Repeat everything except replace clapping with feet stomping,
holding your hands on your hips. 

Hello Hello! (with words)

Hello Hello! (instrumental)

Goodbye
 
Bye, bye, goodbye.
Wave the right hand, wave the left hand.

Bye, bye, bye, bye, goodbye.
Twirl to the right.
 
I can clap my hands.
Clap your hands 3x.

I can stamp my feet.
Stomp your feet 3x.

Bye, bye, goodbye.
Wave the right hand, wave the left hand.

Bye, bye, bye, bye, goodbye.
Twirl to the left.

Bye, bye, goodbye.
Wave the right hand, wave the left hand.

Bye, bye, bye, bye, goodbye. Goodbye!
Turn to the right.

Optional: For the remainder of the song, blow bubbles for your
students to play and free dance in.

Bye Bye Goodbye (with words)

Bye Bye Goodbye (instrumental)
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Hippo Sways. Hippopotamuses love to hang out in the water,
with just their eyes and nose above the water! Let’s wade
through the river/watering hole like the hippos do. Sway across
the floor.

Turtle Crawls. Crawl like a turtle.

Leaping Lions. Run and leap across the floor. For added fun, let
students roar once they make it across.
 
Marching Elephants. African elephants are huge and can weigh
10,000 pounds! Pick up your feet and march with your
elephant's feet. 
 
Flamingo Walks. Passé walks.  
 
Cheetah Runs. Run fast like a cheetah. 

Meerkat Madness
 
We’ve found a family of meerkats! They love to play all day and
cuddle up in burrows under the ground.
 
Play a traveling game exploring relationships with space by
traveling over, under, and around objects. Have your tots follow
the leader, with parents helping them.

Over Rocks. Have students travel as meerkats and step or leap
over rocks. Use step stools or floor markers as rocks. 
 
Under the Burrow. Use a tunnel or hula hoop for students to
crawl underneath. (Crawling is a cross-lateral movement that is
great for brain development. Crawling also helps to strengthen
the arms and tummy.)
 
Around the Big Boabab Tree. Use a hula hoop for students to
chassé or skip around.
 
Through the Tall Grass. Have students walk along a straight
path with stretched legs and pointed feet while standing tall.
 
Meerkat Poses. Have students walk to a step stool or floor
marker. Step onto the step stool or floor marker and pose like a
meerkat. Students may pretend to be a meerkat, standing tall
with their arms as little "paws" held close together. Students
may repeat with the poses section with runs.

Dance Concept Exploration

Safari Sizes

Let's explore size with the safari animals!

Use the Safari Animal Movement Cards included with this
theme. Sit in a large circle facing the center of the room. Hand a
movement card to each parent/child couple. Go around the
circle and ask what animal each received and whether that
animal makes big or small movements. 

As you go around the circle, have the entire class—either in the
circle or around the room—perform the animal movement and
then return to their spots. Give the next to parent/child pairing
a turn.

Centre Barre

Safari Centre Barre
 
Let’s head out on a safari adventure! Put on your explorer hat!
Put on your explorer boots! Let’s stand tall as we go on a safari
centre barre.

Pliés. We’re ducking down in the jungle grass holding onto our
safari hats. 

Twirls. Turn all the way around. Are there any animals lurking
behind or to the side of us? Did you see any?
 
Passés. I see also a flamingo! Let's pretend to stand like a
flamingo. 
 
Sways. Let’s sweep the grass from side to side as we sway! 

Traveling Activities

Safari Adventure
 
Let’s continue on our safari adventure! Did you know most
animals are more active in the African savanna in the morning
and the evening? I see some animals! 
 
Zebra Runs. Have students run in a zig-zag path across the
floor to make the zebra stripes.

Tall Giraffe Walks. With long necks, stand as tall as you can
while walking across the plains. 
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Music Activity

Savanna Sounds

Have your students use drums or simply pat the floor.

I hear a light rain. Just a sprinkle of rain. (Make soft, little
raindrop sounds by tapping your fingers on the drum or floor.)

The rain is getting louder! (Pat the drum or floor a little louder—
with your whole hands now.)

And even louder! It’s pouring rain outside now! (Drum very
loudly.)

The rain is starting to let up! (Pat your drums more and more
quietly until you come to a stop.)

Sing Along / Finger Play

Five Little Monkeys
 
Sing along with the Five Little Monkeys song with hand
movements.

Five Little Monkeys

Dance Game

The Lion Sleeps Tonight

Did you know lions sleep or rest up to 20 hours a day?!

Have your students pretend to be sleepy lions. Play “In the
Jungle” and have students lay down and pretend to sleep. Pause
the music and say, “Wake up and [insert the movement you
want them to do]!” Play the music again and have students
pretend to sleep. Pause the music and pick another step.

Movement ideas for tots: walk, march, run, passé walk, crawl,
sway, twirl, hop.

centre allegro

In the Jungle
 
Let's be Pouncing Lions. Crouch down in a small shape. Count
down 3-2-1, then jump in a big X shape like the King of the
Jungle! Note: We also call these "Fireworks" jumps.

Hopping Hyenas. Hop on two feet (or step): forward,
backward, and side to side. Can you laugh while you hop?

free dance

Happy Giraffe Dance 
 
Did you know giraffes dance when they’re happy?
 
It’s true! They jump around and kick their feet to the side in a
funny way.

Have your students do a happy giraffe dance.

Going Bananas!
 
Set spot markers out around the room as bananas. 

Free dance when the music is playing. Remember, the spot
markers are bananas. Don't step on one!
 
When the music stops, dancers turn into monkeys and find a
"banana" to stand on.

obstacle course

Safari Obstacle Course
 
Cheetah Challenge. Weave through cones as fast as a cheetah.
 
Lion Crawls. Crawl through a tunnel.
 
Charging Rhinos. Charge quickly in a straight pathway with
marches.
 
Giraffe Balance. Keep your neck as long as possible (like a
giraffe!) and walk with a bean bag EE on top of your head. 
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TODDLER LESSON PLAN
WEEKS 2 & 4

Warm-up

Dance Concept Exploration

Centre Barre

Traveling Activity

centre allegro

free dance

Music Activity

Dance Game

Goodbye

TODDLER LESSON PLAN
WEEKS 1 & 3

Warm-up

Dance Concept Exploration

Centre Barre

Traveling Activity

centre allegro

free dance

obstacle course

Sing Along / Finger Play

GoodbyE
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Goodbye
 
Bye, bye, goodbye.
Wave the right hand, wave the left hand.

Bye, bye, bye, bye, goodbye.
Twirl to the right.
 
I can clap my hands.
Clap your hands 3x.

I can stamp my feet.
Stamp your feet 3x.

Bye, bye, goodbye.
Wave the right hand, wave the left hand.

Bye, bye, bye, bye, goodbye.
Twirl to the left.

Bye, bye, goodbye.
Wave the right hand, wave the left hand.

Bye, bye, bye, bye, goodbye. 
Turn to the right.

Goodbye!
Curtsy in a parallel plié with the hands on the hips.

Optional: For the remainder of the song, blow bubbles for your
students to play and free dance in.

Bye Bye Goodbye (with words)

Bye Bye Goodbye (instrumental)

PRESCHOOL DANCE ACTIVITIES

Ages 3 to 5 years old

Welcome!
 
I hope you and your students enjoy this dance class. That it
brings joy and fun to your youngest students while giving them
a strong foundation for technique.

On this page, you'll find our hello and goodbye activities for
preschoolers. We've kept these the same for every preschool
dance class theme. We've found that while children love
novelty—like a brand new theme every month—they also love
repetition. Repetition allows them to feel safe. They know what
to expect. One way we give our students this repetition is by
opening and closing with the same hello and goodbye activities
in every class.

- Ashley Hartford and the Once Upon a Ballet Team

Hello, Hello
 
Hello, hello! Can you clap your hands?
Wave the right hand, wave the left hand, clap your hands.

Hello, hello! Can you clap your hands?
Wave the right hand, wave the left hand, clap your hands.

Can you stretch up high?
Reach up as high as you can.

Can you touch your toes?
Reach down to your toes.

Can you turn around?
Twirl.

Can you say hello?
Open your arms up overhead and lower to the sides (like the
sunshine, similar to taking the arms to 5th and opening to 2nd).

Repeat with Can you stamp your feet?
Repeat everything except replace clapping with feet stomping,
holding your hands on your hips. 

Hello Hello! (with words)

Hello Hello! (instrumental)
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Tendus. There's one over there! Point your foot and finger to
the front in your tendu.
 
Passés. I also see a flamingo! Let's pretend to stand like a
flamingo.
 
Sways. Let’s sweep the grass from side to side as we sway!  

Traveling Activities

Snakes, Oh My!
 
Did you know snakes live in the African savanna! Let's get
away!

1. Sneak down low through the trees to hide from the sneaky
snake.
2. Prance quickly to get away from the snake!
3. Demi-pointe runs to hurry to hide in the tall bushes. (Pretend
to hide.)
4. Hop on the stone path. (Hopscotch)
5. The snake might spot you! Do slow, sneaky walks.
6. High walks to look over the grass to look for the snake.

Oh no! The snake found you! But guess what? He's a silly and
sweet snake and says you dance 'ssssso good!' 

Meerkat Madness
 
We’ve found a family of meerkats! They love to play all day
and cuddle up in burrows under the ground.
 
Play a traveling game exploring relationships with space by
traveling over, under, and around objects. Have your preschool
students follow you in a follow-the-leader style.

Over Rocks
Have students travel as meerkats and step or leap over rocks.
Use step stools or floor markers as rocks. 
 
Under the Burrow
Use a tunnel or hula hoop for students to crawl underneath.
(It’s still okay for students to crawl at this age. Crawling is a
cross-lateral movement, which is great for brain development.
Crawling also helps to strengthen the arms and tummy.)
 
Around the Big Boabab Tree
Use a hula hoop for students to galop or picked up run around.
 
Through the Tall Grass
Have students walk along a straight path with stretched legs
and pointed feet while standing tall. Hold the arms in a low V.

Dance Concept Exploration

Safari Sizes

Let's explore size with the safari animals!

Part 1. Talk about big versus small movements. Can your
students think of some big movements they've done in dance
class? Some small movements? 

Part 2.
Now use the Safari Animal Movement Cards included with this
theme to explore sizes. Start by having students stand in a large
circle facing the center of the room. 
 
Place the movement cards face-down on the floor in the center
of the circle. Call on a student to pick a card. Have them hold
up the card and say what the animal is. Ask them if that animal
is small or big. With each animal, have your students pose like
the animal in a small or big pose.

Repeat until all students have had a turn or all movement cards
have been used.
 
Part 3
Repeat the exercise in Part 2 with movement instead of poses.

Centre Barre

Safari Centre Barre
  
Let’s head out on a safari adventure! Put on your explorer hat!
Put on your explorer boots! Let’s stand tall as we go on a safari
centre barre.

Pliés. We’re ducking down in the jungle grass holding onto our
safari hats. 

Rises. Let’s watch out for jungle animals. Peek up over the long
grass.

Twirls. Turn all the way around. Are there any animals lurking
behind or to the side of us. Did you see any?

BalletOnce Upon a
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Story Dance

Grasslands

Begin standing in parallel with the hands on the hips.

"Grassland, grassland..."
Tendu R, L, R, L (Tendu out on "Grassland" and back in on the
next "Grassland", etc.)
"Rain comes down, on the ground."
Rain hands coming down while stepping right together right
together.
"Green grass grows, water flows."
Hands come up like grass growing (opposite of rain hands) while
stepping left together left together.
"And the animals come!"
Plié and stretch with the hands on ths hips.
"And the animals come!"
Rise with arms in open 5th.
"To the watering hole!"
Turn to the right.
"To the watering hole!"
Lower and place the hands on the hips, ready to repeat.
Repeat
Repeat the entire combination. The only difference is take the
arms through 2nd port de bras (1st-5th-2nd-bras bas) on the
steps together to the right (for the sun). Take the arms through a
reversed 1st port de bras (2nd-1st-bras bas) for tumble weed.
Ending
Let students free dance.

Grasslands

Free Dance Activities

Slithering Snakes, Swinging Monkeys
 
This free dance explores levels.
 
Part 1 (Low)
Moving on the floor, slide and crawl like snakes and staying as
low as you can.

Slithering Sliding Snake
 
Part 2 (High)
Dance like monkeys swinging up high from tree to tree.

Monkeys in a Tree

Meerkat Poses
Have students passé walk or passé walk en demi-pointe to a
step stool or floor marker. Step onto the step stool or floor
marker and pose like a meerkat. Students may pretend to be a
meerkat, standing tall with their arms as little "paws" held close
together.
 
Students may repeat with the poses section with picked-up
runs.

centre allegro

In the Jungle
  
Crocodile Smiles
Plié and échappé landing in second position plié. Stretch. Plié
and jump back to land with the feet together with a big
CHOMP! Repeat 4 to 8 times, depending on the age and level
of your students.
 
Gorilla Wobbles 
Jump side to side, from one foot to the other.
 
Pouncing Lions
Crouch down in a small shape. Count down 3-2-1, then jump in
a big X shape like the King of the Jungle! Also, try jumping with
quarter or half turns. Note: We also call these "Fireworks" jumps.

Hopping Hyenas 
In parallel, keep the legs together to help engage the inner
thighs.

Part 1. Hop on two feet, forward, backward, and side to side.
Can you laugh while you hop?

Part 2. Hop on one foot. Then hop on the other. Can you still
laugh while you hop?
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Music Activity

Savanna Sounds

Have your students use drums or simply pat the floor.

I hear a light rain. Just a sprinkle of rain. (Make soft, little
raindrop sounds by tapping your fingers on the drum or floor.)

The rain is getting louder! Pat the drum or floor a little louder—
with your whole hands now.

And even louder! It’s pouring rain outside now! Drum very
loudly.

The rain is starting to let up! Pat your drums more and more
quietly until you come to a stop.

Make it Movement 
Next, divide the class into two groups. One group is the dancers
and one is the drummers. The drumming group will play their
drums either softly or loudly. When they play softly, the dancers
must do small movements. When they play loudly, dancers must
do big movements. 

Sing Along / Finger Play

Jungle Animals
 
Tiger
Using your tiger claws, roar like a tiger.

Elephant
Your arm is your trunk, swing it back and forth.

Crocodile
Clap hands together two times like the snapping of a crocodile.

Monkey
Raise both hands up and dance like like a monkey.

Giraffe
Can you stretch your neck and arms so they’re as tall as a
giraffe?

Hippo
Stomp feet on the ground, alternating feet.

Jungle Animals

Laughing Hyenas
 
Think of the silliest moves you've ever done to make everyone
giggle.

Optional: Let each student have a turn at showing a "silly" move.
Then have the other student repeat it. At the end everyone free
dances.

Optional: Play this as a game of add-on with silly moves.

Obstacle course

Safari Obstacle 
  
Cheetah Challenge
Weave through cones as fast as a cheetah.
 
Lion Rolls
Roll through the jungle grass like a lion on a mat. 

Optional: if you have a wedge-shaped mat, students can do
forward rolls on it.
 
Charging Rhinos
Charge quickly in a straight pathway with marches.
 
Giraffe Balance 
Keep your neck as long as possible (like a giraffe!) and walk with
a bean bag on top of your head. 
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dance game

The Lion Sleeps Tonight 
  
Did you know lions sleep or rest up to 20 hours a day?!

Have your students pretend to be sleepy lions. Play “In the
Jungle” and have students lay down and pretend to sleep.
Pause the music and say, “Wake up and [insert the movement
you want them to do]!” Play the music again and have students
pretend to sleep. Pause the music and pick another step.

Movement ideas for younger preschoolers: tall walks, crawls,
hops, runs on demi-pointe, galops, marches, passé walks, sways,
twirls.

Movement ideas for older preschoolers: same as younger
preschoolers, plus prances, picked up runs, and hops on one
foot.
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After rocking side to side for several 8 counts, have your
students try to "smell their toes" to see if they're stinky. Sit up
tall. Are they stinky? Let's smell them one more time. Sit up tall.

Please note that bouncing is no longer an accepted method of
stretching. Do not have students bounce their knees up and down.

Port de Bras (Seated)
1st position (1-2), open the palms to a small 2nd position
(between 1st and 2nd) (3-4).
Push through the arms and fingertips with the arms to the side
(5-6), repeat arm pushes to the side (7-8). 
Push through arms to the front (1-2), repeat to the side (3-4).
Push through the arms and fingertips with the arms to the side
(5-6), repeat arm pushes to the side (7-8). 
Lower the arms (1-2), raise them to 5th (3-4), open to 2nd (5-6),
lower them (7-8).

Ladybug Center Stretch with Legs in Second
In a seated position, with the legs in a wide second, walk your
fingers forward like little ladybugs to stretch. Knees should
remain facing the ceiling the entire time. 

Little Swims
Lay on your tummy, raise their arms and legs a couple of inches
off the floor, and hold the position with their arms and legs
stretched long. Do a “swimming” motion by alternating which
arms and legs are higher and lower. Faces should be lifted just
off the floor as well, but still facing the floor.

Mermaid Stretch
For a gentle back stretch, students should be able to lay on their
tummies with their legs stretched straight on the floor behind
them, and raise themselves up on their elbows. They should be
able to turn their head from side to side while in this position. 

Enchanted Suite

Reverence 

Port de Bras
Begin standing in 1st position with the arms in bras bras.
Raise the right arm to a high V and lower. (1-4)
Raise the left arm to a high V and lower. (5-8)
Bring the arms to 1st (1-2), open to 2nd (3-4), lower. (5-8)
Raise the arms to 1st (1-2), to 5th (3-4), to 2nd (5-6), lower. (7-8)

Curtsy
Arms may be on the hips or in demi seconde.
Tendu front with the right leg front. (1-2)
Plié on the standing leg. (3-4)
Stretch the standing leg. (5-6)
Close to 1st. (7-8)

Welcome to the Moors

EARLY ELEMENTARY 
DANCE ACTIVITIES

Ages 5 to 7 years old

Warm-Up
 
Traveling in a Circle
Choose a different traveling step each month: runs en demi-
pointé with arms going up and down from a low to high V, or
sideways galops, prances, picked-up runs, pony trots, or skips
with the hands on the hips.

Welcome to the Moors

Port de Bras (Standing)
Stand in 1st position with the arms down, in a large circle facing
the center of the room.

Raise the arms to 1st position (1-2), sweep arms down through
bras bas to demi second (3-4), repeat (5-8).
Bring the arms to 1st, 2nd, and lower to bras bas (1-8).
Repeat all (1-8, 1-8).
Kneel to a seated position with the legs stretched in front of
you, feet flexed and arms in demi seconde with the fingertips
lightly touching the floor. 

Ballet Feet
Point the feet (1-3), flex the feet (4).
Repeat for a total of 8 repetitions.

If your students need more help with shaping their feet, have them
do the action slowly: pointé the feet (1-6), flex the feet (7-8).

Roly Poly Hide and Seek
Begin sitting tall with the legs and feet stretched in front, arms
in demi seconde with the arms helping to support straight lower
backs. Grow taller and taller. (1-4)
Curl quickly into a ball, pulling the knees to the chest and
wrapping the arms around the legs. (5)  Hold. (6-8)
Repeat for a total of 4 sets. 

Butterflies
Sit tall in a butterfly position, with the soles of the feet together
and knees out to the sides. This position will help to open the
hips for future turnout, but should not be forced. It will also
build strength and flexibility in the back as students sit up tall.
Rock side to side “fly” through a beautiful butterfly garden (or
anywhere else students suggest!). Rocking side to side helps to
build strength in the sides and torso. 
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Tendus. There's one over there, point foot and finger out in your
tendu.

Piqués. Let’s pat our toes on the ground to see if the safari
animals to come to us and know that we're nice.
 
Passés. I also see a flamingo! Let's pretend to stand like a
flamingo.
 
Sways. Let’s sweep the grass as we sway! For this level, sway
front and back with the right leg front. Repeat with the left leg
front.
 
3rd Arabesque. Let’s watch the sunset over the savanna!

Traveling Activities

Giraffes Dance

Let's pretend to be giraffes! We want to dance but we have so
many obstacles in our way!

1. March through the tall grass.
2. Hop on rocks across the stream.
3. Galop through the field.
4. Passé walk through the thorn bushes.
5. Demi pointe walk through the dusting desert.
6. Skip through the tall elephant grass.
7. Picked up run until we're free of obstacles.
8. Dance like a giraffe! Did you know giraffes jump around and
kick their legs out to the side when they're really happy?

Meerkat Madness
 
We’ve found a family of meerkats! They love to play all day and
cuddle up in burrows under the ground.
 
Play a traveling game exploring relationships with space by
traveling over, under, and around objects.
 
Have your early elementary students first follow you in a follow-
the-leader style format. You can also let different students take
turns being the leaders.

Over Rocks
Have students travel as meerkats and step or leap over rocks.
Use step stools or floor markers as rocks. 
 

Dance Concept Exploration

Safari Sizes

Let's explore size with the safari animals!

Part 1. Talk about big versus small movements. Can your
students think of some big movements they've done in dance
class? Some small movements? Some medium-sized
movements?

Part 2. Now use the Safari Animal Movement Cards included
with this theme to explore sizes. Start by having students stand
in a large circle facing the center of the room. 

Place the movement cards face-down on the floor in the center
of the circle. Call on a student to pick a card. Have them hold
up the card and say what the animal is. Ask them if that animal
is small, medium, or big. With each animal, have your students
pose like the animal in a small, medium, or big pose.

Repeat until all students have had a turn or all movement cards
have been used.

Part 3. Repeat the exercise in Part 2 with movement instead of
poses.

Note: In this level, students should be able to execute the technique
of the step WITH the size quality. For example, if you’re doing big
elephant marches, marches should be done with correct posture
and working on pointed feet while also being big.

Centre Barre

Safari Centre Barre
  
Let’s head out on a safari adventure! Put on your explorer hat!
Put on your explorer boots! Let’s stand tall as we go on a safari
centre barre.

Pliés. We’re ducking down in the jungle grass holding onto our
safari hats. 

Rises. Let’s watch out for jungle animals Peek up over the long
grass.

Twirls. Turn all the way around. Are there any animals lurking
behind or to the side of us. Did you see any?

SAFARI ADVENTURE
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Part 2. Hop on one foot. Then hop on the other. Can you still
laugh while you hop?

Note: For early elementary students, the working leg should be in
passé.

Ostrich Points & Heels
Spring points and spring heels with our legs long and straight
like an ostrich's!

Story Dance

Laughing Hyenas

Begin standing in 1st position with the hands on the hips.

Wait for two sets of 8 counts
Plié-sauté in 1st-land in plié-stretch (1-2-3-4)
Plié-sauté in 1st-land in plié-stretch (5-6-7-8)
Plié-échappé to 2nd-land in plié-stretch (1-2-3-4)
Plié-jump returning to 1st-land in plié-stretch (5-6-7-8)
Tendu the right leg front (1), hold (2-4), three piqués (5-6-7),
close (8)
Tendu the left leg front (1), hold (2-4), three piqués (5-6-7), close
(8)
Sway right (1-4), sway left (5-8)
Skip in a small circle to the right, pretending to laugh (1-8)
Repeat the tendus through the skips starting to the left first
instead of right
Finish with students pretending to laugh and giggle like hyenas
Allow students to do a silly free dance until the music ends

Kids Safari

Free Dance Activities

Night and Day on the Savanna

Have students free dance to two different songs, one for day
and one for night, exploring contrast like big movements taking
up lots of general space during the day, and smaller, softer
movements taking up little space during the night.
 
Graceful Gazelles
Today, we spot a beautiful animal on our safari, a graceful
gazelle! Watch gazelles leap and prance across the savanna. Can
we dance as gracefully as gazelles?

Add Technology!
If you want to use some technology in class, show your students
this video of gazelles leaping.

Under the Burrow
Use a tunnel or hula hoop for students to crawl underneath.
(It’s still okay for students to crawl at this age. Crawling is a
cross-lateral movement, which is great for brain development.
Skips are another cross-lateral movement. Crawling also helps
to strengthen the arms and tummy.)
 
Around the Big Boabab Tree
Use a hula hoop for students to chassé or skip around.

Through the Tall Grass
Have students walk along a straight path with stretched legs
and pointed feet while standing tall. Holding arms in a low V.
 
Meerkat Poses
Have students skip to a step stool or spot marker. Step onto
the step stool or floor marker and pose like a meerkat. Students
may pretend to be a meerkat, standing tall with their "paws"
held in 3rd arabesque.
 
Students may repeat the poses section with prances.

centre allegro

In the Jungle
  
Crocodile Smiles
Plié and échappé landing in second position plié. Stretch. Plié
and jump back to land with the feet together with a big
CHOMP! Repeat 4 to 8 times, depending on the age and level
of your students.
 
Gorilla Wobbles 
Jumping one side of the body to balance and then transferring
weight to the opposite side. 

For early elementary students, this can be done turned out,
transferring the weight from side to side as a preparation for
glissade later on.

Pouncing Lions
Crouch down in a small shape. Count down 3-2-1, then jump in
a big X shape like the King of the Jungle! Also, try jumping with
quarter or half turns.

Note: We also call these "Fireworks" jumps.

Hopping Hyenas 
(In parallel for all levels. Keeping the legs together will help to
engage the inner thighs.)

Part 1. Hop on two feet, forward, backward, and side to side.
Can you laugh while you hop?
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Music activity 

Safari Sounds

Have your students use drums or simply pat the floor.

I hear light rain. Just a sprinkle of rain. (Make soft, little raindrop
sounds by tapping your fingers on the drum or floor.)

The rain is getting louder! Pat the drum or floor a little louder—
with your whole hands now.

And even louder! It’s pouring rain outside now! Drum very
loudly.

The rain is starting to let up! Pat your drums more and more
quietly until you come to a stop.

Make it Movement 
Next, divide the class into two groups. One group is the
dancers and one is the drummers. The drumming group will
play their drums either softly or loudly. When they play softly,
the dancers must do small movements. When they play loudly,
dancers must do big movements. 

For early elementary students, take Make it Movement a step
further by revisiting the Dance Concept Exploration section of
class. While drumming students drum softly, dancers choose to
do one of the small animal movements explored earlier in class.
While they drum loudly, the big animal movements are done
from earlier in class.

Dance game

The Lion Sleeps Tonight 

Did you know lions sleep or rest up to 20 hours a day?!

Have your students pretend to be sleepy lions. Play “In the
Jungle” and have students lie down and pretend to sleep. Pause
the music and say, “Wake up and [insert the movement you
want them to do]!” Play the music again and have students
pretend to sleep. Pause the music and pick another step.

Movement ideas for early elementary students: tall walks,
crawls, hops, runs on demi-pointe, galops, marches, passé
walks, sways, twirls, skips, prances, picked up runs, and hops on
one foot.
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ELEMENTARY LESSON PLAN
WEEKS 2 & 4

Warm-up

Dance Concept Exploration

Centre Barre

Traveling Activity

centre allegro

Story dance

free dance

Dance Game

Goodbye

ELEMENTARY LESSON PLAN
WEEKS 1 & 3

Warm-up

Dance Concept Exploration

Centre Barre

Traveling Activity

centre allegro

Story dance

free dance

MUSIC ACTIVITY

GoodbyE
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safari animal movement cards ages 1.5 to 3 years old

Leaping Lions tall giraffe walks

cheetah runs
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hippo sways
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safari animal movement cards ages 1.5 to 3 years old

zebra runs elephant marches

turtle crawls
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